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TRAINING

HOST CODE 217

This guide is designed to assist the Code 217 Program Hosting Partner in
conducting the course you select to be a successful hosting program. This
guide outlines actions taken by the Hosting Partner to ensure a high level of
success. Effective promotion by the 217 Program Hosting Partner is crucial to
the success of the training event and the mandatory course size.
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Select Your Course
Code 217 offers a variety of asymmetrical self-defense course. The
Hosting Partner can choose one or more of the below courses to be
presented at your facility. All course are open to civilian, law
enforcement and/or military unless otherwise specified. Level 1
course are basic or beginner courses. Level 2 -3 are intermediate
courses. Level 3 - 5 are advanced courses.

Hosting
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Level 1: Defensive Pistol - 3 days
Level 1: Defensive Carbine - 3 days
Level 2: Concealed Carry Pistol - 2 days
Level 2: Tactical Carbine & Pistol - 3 days
Level 3: Extreme Close Quarters Combat - 2 days
Level 2 - 5: NRA Advanced Courses - 3 days
Level 3 - 5: Program Undefeated - 5 days
Military: TARXHVT - 5 to 15 days
Military: SFARTAR - 5 to 15 days
Military/Armed Security: 4GWSI - 5 to 15 days
Military/Armed Security: C6ISR - 5 to 15 days

Hosting
Hosting a 217 course offers the best of all possible worlds: a
contemporary training program conducted at your location.
Hosting averts travel, hotel and reduces the burden of being away
from home making training more comfortable and cost effective.
Complimentary Seats: Code 217 Hosting Partner receive two
free training seats for the first fifteen paid registrants. As your
class expands, the Hosting Partner receives one additional seat
per every ten paid attendees up to a maximum of three. Example:
25 paid registrants will give your agency 3 free training seats.

Host Requirements
Effective promotion by the Host is crucial to recruiting registrants
for a training class. We ask that you assist us with the delivery of
the program by providing the following:
Building Requirements: 1. Climate controlled building
(preferably) with electric power and which does not contain mold/
asbestos/ or other harmful substances 2. Unoccupied building, or
occupied that is not open to public OR employees during the class
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time 3. One long hallway (minimum 100-150 feet) 4. At least 6
rooms on both sides of hallways, some with entries directly across
from each other are preferred 5. “T” or “L” intersecting hallways 6.
Restroom facilities for both genders. 7. One large room to be used
as a common area with seating is preferred.
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Range Requirements: Live Fire Range: 1. At least a 50 yard
range 2. If available, a multiple berm range allowing for angle
shooting (180 degree shooting is preferred) 3. NOT open to public
4. Restroom facilities for both genders 5. Ground must be grass/
dirt or very light gravel which will allow for metal “T” fencing post
to be driven into it. A concrete range may or may NOT be
acceptable 6. Indoor range is acceptable if at least 6 lanes wide,
and infrastructure will allow tarps to be hung or cables (target
movers), however, and outdoor range is always preferred.

Classroom Requirements: A secure classroom for the full two
days that will fit at least 15 participants and include the following:
• Projector with ability to connect to a laptop (either via VGA or
HDMI) which we will bring with us. • Screen to display the laptop
presentation from the projector. • Internet access for our trainer. •
Power outlets for our trainer’s laptop. • A flip charts and/or a
whiteboard as also helpful for classroom discussions. • Hosting
Partners should plan to provide water and snacks for the class.
Force-on-Force Scenarios: Secure a suitable structure that has
multiple rooms, hallways, and large room or common area will
suffice. An ideal scenario location can be an empty school, church,
hospital or similar type structure that has at least one hallway,
several rooms and a few exit points.
Contact Person: We request the assignment of a designated
representative to attend the course and assist our trainer with on
and off-site coordination of activities. This individual should be
selected in the first stages of the hosting request. This will allow
217 staff to begin working with this person to provide information
and to resolve any concerns that may arise.
Marketing & Promotion: The Hosting Partner is responsible for
promoting the class by way of e-mail, personal contacts, local
organizations or other methods. Effective promotion by the Host
Partner is crucial to recruiting registrants for a training class.
Advertisement should begin at least two months prior to the course
being held. If any additional information is needed, we can provide
course flyers to assist you in your efforts.
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Student Minimum: Hosting requires class minimum size be met 3
weeks prior to first day of the course. The minimum number of
paid registrants required to confirm a class is 10. Students must
meet certain requirements for 217’s courses. At a minimum
students must know and be able to demonstrate safe gun handling,
weapon system familiarity, and foundational marksmanship skills.
Students failing to meet and maintain our safety requirements and/
or who cannot meet and immediately demonstrate the minimum
skills required for the specific class may be removed from training
without refund.
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Class Registration: 217 will monitor and manage all class
registrations that come in through our online system. Students
must meet training requirement to be allowed to attend and be
admitted to the course. At a minimum of ten days before a class is
scheduled to run, we will either confirm or cancel a class based on
the number of paid registrants. It is crucial that the Hosting Partner
register its individuals as soon as possible in order to have an
accurate idea of total enrollment. We will notify the Hosting
Partner regarding the confirmation or cancellation, and will
process refunds if necessary. Please do not make any nonrefundable arrangements for the class or its attendees until the
class is confirmed. Provide all training materials attendees will be
provided login credential to an e-library via the Code 217 website
where supplemental materials may be downloaded electronically.
Training Certificates: Certificates indicate successful completion
of the training program. They will be distributed at the end of the
class. If a participant’s name is misspelled or a participant does not
receive a certificate due to late registration, a replacement will be
mailed to the participant at the address indicated on the
registration. There is a chance a participants may not successfully
complete the course or receive a certificate. 217 has the right to
remove any student who is deemed either unqualified or unsafe
during the course without a refund.
Contact Information:
Mailing address:
Code 217, LLC
P.O. Box 27
Garrison, New York
10524-3027
phone: 347-541-6114
Email: hosting@code217.com
Website: https://code217.com
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This guide is designed to assist the 217 Program Undefeated Hosting Partner
in conducting a successful Program Undefeated. This guide outlines actions
taken by the Hosting Partner to ensure a high level of success. Effective
promotion by the 217 Program Undefeated Hosting Partner is crucial to the
success of the training event and the mandatory course size.
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Program Undefeated
Code 217’s Program Undefeated is a five day course for anyone
(civilian, law enforcement, and military) looking to learn
asymmetrical self-defense tactics with the goal of winning a lifealtering encounter. Program Undefeated focuses on solo
engagement and team engagement of the threat. Solo training is
designed to provide the necessary mental and physical skills to
prevail regardless of the threat. Team training is designed to
provide the necessary mental and physical skills to coordinate and
prevail regardless of the threat. Combining the knowledge of solo,
team and asymmetrical training defines the Code 217 Program
Undefeated. The course involves classroom, range, and scenario
training and are delivered in a progressive order.

code 217
Program
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Hosting
Hosting a 217 Program Undefeated course offers the best of all
possible worlds: a contemporary training program at reduced cost,
conducted at your location. Hosting averts travel, hotel, costs and
reduces the burden of being away from home making the training
more comfortable and cost effective.
Complimentary Seats: Code 217 Hosting Partner receive two
free training seats for the first fifteen paid registrants. As your
class expands, the Hosting Partner receives one additional seat
per every ten paid attendees up to a maximum of three. Example:
25 paid registrants will give your agency 3 free training seats.

Host Requirements
Effective promotion by the Host is crucial to recruiting registrants
for a training class. We ask that you assist us with the delivery of
the program by providing the following:
Building Requirements: 1. Climate controlled building
(preferably) with electric power and which does not contain mold/
asbestos/ or other harmful substances 2. Unoccupied building, or
occupied that is not open to public OR employees during the class
time 3. One long hallway (minimum 100-150 feet) 4. At least 6
rooms on both sides of hallways, some with entries directly across
from each other are preferred 5. “T” or “L” intersecting hallways 6.
Restroom facilities for both genders. 7. One large room to be used
as a common area with seating is preferred.
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Range Requirements: Live Fire Range: 1. At least a 50 yard
range 2. If available, a multiple berm range allowing for angle
shooting (180 degree shooting is preferred) 3. NOT open to public
4. Restroom facilities for both genders 5. Ground must be grass/
dirt or very light gravel which will allow for metal “T” fencing post
to be driven into it. A concrete range may or may NOT be
acceptable 6. Indoor range is acceptable if at least 6 lanes wide,
and infrastructure will allow tarps to be hung or cables (target
movers), however, and outdoor range is always preferred.
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Classroom Requirements: A secure classroom for the full two
days that will fit at least 15 participants and include the following:
• Projector with ability to connect to a laptop (either via VGA or
HDMI) which we will bring with us. • Screen to display the laptop
presentation from the projector. • Internet access for our trainer. •
Power outlets for our trainer’s laptop. • A flip charts and/or a
whiteboard as also helpful for classroom discussions. • Hosting
Partners should plan to provide water and snacks for the class.
Force-on-Force Scenarios: Secure a suitable structure that has
multiple rooms, hallways, and large room or common area will
suffice. An ideal scenario location can be an empty school, church,
hospital or similar type structure that has at least one hallway,
several rooms and a few exit points.
Contact Person: We request the assignment of a designated
representative to attend the course and assist our trainer with on
and off-site coordination of activities. This individual should be
selected in the first stages of the hosting request. This will allow
217 staff to begin working with this person to provide information
and to resolve any concerns that may arise.
Marketing & Promotion: The Hosting Partner is responsible for
promoting the class by way of e-mail, personal contacts, local
organizations or other methods. Effective promotion by the Host
Partner is crucial to recruiting registrants for a training class.
Advertisement should begin at least two months prior to the course
being held. If any additional information is needed, we can provide
course flyers to assist you in your efforts.
Student Minimum: Hosting requires class minimum size be met 3
weeks prior to first day of the course. The minimum number of
paid registrants required to confirm a class is 10. Students must
meet certain requirements for 217’s Program Undefeated. At a
minimum students must know and be able to demonstrate safe gun
handling, weapon system familiarity, and foundational
marksmanship skills. Students failing to meet and maintain our
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safety requirements and/or who cannot meet and immediately
demonstrate the minimum skills required for the specific class may
be removed from training without refund.
Class Registration: 217 will monitor and manage all Program
Undefeated class registrations that come in through our online
system. Students must meet training requirement to be allowed to
attend and be admitted to the course. At a minimum of ten days
before a class is scheduled to run, we will either confirm or cancel
a class based on the number of paid registrants. It is crucial that the
Hosting Partner register its individuals as soon as possible in order
to have an accurate idea of total enrollment. We will notify the
Hosting Partner regarding the confirmation or cancellation, and
will process refunds if necessary. Please do not make any nonrefundable arrangements for the class or its attendees until the
class is confirmed. Provide all training materials attendees will be
provided login credential to an e-library via the Code 217 website
where supplemental materials may be downloaded electronically.
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Trainers: 217 will provide two trainers who have current and up
to date training certifications, including TCCC(AC).
Training Certificates: Certificates indicate successful completion
of the training program. They will be distributed at the end of the
class. If a participant’s name is misspelled or a participant does not
receive a certificate due to late registration, a replacement will be
mailed to the participant at the address indicated on the
registration. There is a chance a participants may not successfully
complete the course or receive a certificate. 217 has the right to
remove any student who is deemed either unqualified or unsafe
during the course without a refund.
Contact Information:
Mailing address:
Code 217, LLC
P.O. Box 27
Garrison, New York
10524-3027
phone:
347-541-6114
Email:
hosting@code217.com
Website:
https://code217.com
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